Imagination featuring LEEE JOHN
presents
“Police and Thieves” the film 2018
From “The Do it Right Now campaign”

Presenting the Police and Thieves music video, duration (3 mins) and
short film (11 mins) the brain child of LEEE JOHN lead vocalist and writer of the group Imagination,
inspired by his observations of the challenges facing
young people today. His aim, to assist in helping and supporting young people globally to make the
right life choices and ultimately achieve their full potential and in turn becoming positive contributors to their communities and society as a whole. The “Do it Right Now “, initiative is a campaign to
enhance people to embrace the moment and make the most of life. From the acclaimed album “RETROPIA “the music tracks “ Do it Right Now “ and “Police and Thieves “ act as central focus points
of a bigger global campaign, which echoes with the message of support and exposure can and WILL
change lives.
“Real life people selected from the London community have been used to assist us to share this very
important message of the ‘Police and Thieves film and video.
Their testimonies include their dilemmas, challenges, leading to their own personal triumphs”
In the film LEEE JOHN features a mixed group of youngsters, living in and throughout the London
community - each with their own individual way of expressing and presenting themselves.

Leroy Logan (MBE, PHD Retired Superintendent) appears in the film and video along with other key
contributors, each mentoring between the communitiesand policing the youth culture... In this video
imagery Leee John also shows examples of positive real life success stories, peoples individual struggle’s and triumphs over adversity in helping to provide the audience a clear and first hand insight
into the opinions and mind-set of modern ordinary young people in todays society. We hope in our aim
that this film has successfully balanced some of life’s hard and sometimes frightening facts with an
underline message of continuing hope as well as a strong source of inspiration to ALL who can truly
identify throughout these life experiences in today’s society.

Presenting to you in full “Police and Thieves”
Film doc /video /imagery/audio:
Police and Thieves: Video Edit (3 minute) to view below on link:
Police and Thieves: audio links to listen below on link:
Police and Thieves: Video and (11 minute) full Documentary to view below on link:
https://leeejohn23.wixsite.com/imagination/police-thieves

Reasons for recording POLICE and THIEVES: Personal thoughts LEEE JOHN:

“Recollecting when I was growing up in north London in the mid 1970’s it was a time of growth,
a time for those who were ignorant, it was a time of rebellion, a time when people wanted equal
opportunity especially people of colour.
Following the Brixton riots came the SUS laws where the youths were consistently stopped by the
police on the streets for no other reason except for being for who they were, people of colour. I
became one of them and would gig down in a pub called The George Canning Pub in Brixton with
Reggae, soul steel band outfit called the Sun Valley Serenaders.
We had crowd of people of all colours and creeds joined together by the music we played and it
was of the most memorable highlights of my life in performing there in the early phase of my
music career. Walking to Brixton Station and going on the Victoria line station back to Finsbury
Park where I lived with my family still buzzing from the vibe I would have my Panasonic cassette
machine playing with me singing at the top of my voice still vibing off my performance from the
George Canning Pub earlier to songs such as “Police & Thieves” sung by Junior Murvin (co-wrote
by famed reggae Producer Lee (Scratch) Perry and Jr Murvin and other tunes we loved and performed in our show, I would get off the train at Finsbury Park always late to catch the bus to the
top of Crouch End so I would walk down the main street of Stroud green road, filled with a happy
musical flavour still in my soul and not a care in the world. Thereupon all of a sudden a big black
van filled with Police pulled up alongside me and proceeded to get out the car to stop me and ask
my name and address (though having said I was born here made no difference) they would check
me over, turn out my pockets and shoes and ask what was in my bag.

After a long period of questioning, my nervous young scared self continued to stroll home and
behind me in the black van following was the Black Mariah (As we called them) checking to see
if my story was true where I lived. As soon as I arrived at the main entrance of our council estate
Blythe Mansions I would race up the stairs to our apartment and looking out from the window in
the distance I could see them drive away satisfied on the lookout for other victims to torment.
At the time my mother was a Police Liaison Officer and when the kids like myself got into trouble
or were arrested she would head down to Hornsey Road Police station to help out the youngsters
out at a time when nobody trusted the Police.
Eventually after being stopped many many times by the Police they began to know my face to the
point where they would meet me at the station after my gig and then drop me home, it become so
normal for me you began to accept it but in my heart it hurt and deep down It burned and I knew
it was wrong.
Times have moved on and with that I have had the true pleasure of recording this same classic
song ”Police & Thieves” for myself, in reflection whilst somethings have moved forward other
seem to be in regression with many people in the world fighting and dying in the name of peace
liberty and opportunity. We are now the community we are now the Police, the thieves are the
ones we will allow to take control and mislead us, We have to educate our young, about history
about unity, about our early struggle, about our survival,

I have been lucky to embrace the world with music to change and to reach out and embrace people through the power of words/lyrics rhythm and melody to show them from my roots my tree
has grown and branched out into the world wider, to carry the message that we all can fight and
breakthrough in our own way. We are the leaders ofour own Army, we have all our inner strength,
and we can educate each other to be stronger, wiser in order to let every moment count. The
young are the leaders of tomorrow, let us show them through our own hardship and struggle
with the tools to survive and not through crime, vengeance or negative impressions, lets create
stronger platforms of leadership so we can all as people can live for today, tomorrow and for our
children and
their children for the future” – peace, love and light.
LEEE JOHN
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